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PRESIDENT’S PODIUM
Having five sunny, dry days in a row in February feels like a real
treat. Every day we can go for walks, bike rides or putter in the
garden. Lovely to see the roses sprouting tiny leaves and the
white buds of the neighbour’s magnolia tree.
Today, which happens to be February 22nd, I noticed a neighbor mowing his
lawn. My first impression was that he was simply showing off. In my opinion,
there is no need to cut lawns in February. I’m pretty sure there is a secret
competition in my neighborhood about who cuts their lawn first.
When I saw and heard the mower I wasn’t sure if I felt a twinge of envy, or felt
slightly annoyed when I realized that all the chores connected to gardening will
soon begin. Or perhaps they were simply carrying out the Vancouver Island
ritual of sending a photo of February ‘spring’ gardening to all their friends and
relatives on the prairies and further east.
I don’t think it’s right to cut lawns in February. I nstead, we’ll show decorum by
waiting until mid-March. We’ll also be kind by not sending photos of the deed
to the unfortunate eastern folk.
- Marguerite Ancell, President

AT this time, we are requesting that only fully vaccinated members attend
meetings and all activities. We do not want to require verification but trust the
honesty of our membership to honor this.

MARCH BIRTHDAYS
Art Rees
Tim Pope
Linda Taylor
Cheryl Cooper

Pat Verschoor
Margo Ellegood
Sadie Brodie
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After a long break, we did it – we held our first bowling get together on February 9
and a lot of fun was had by all.
So, if you think you would like to join us, the next event is scheduled for:
DATE:

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 9, 2022

TIME:

1:00 PM (please arrive by 12:45 pm)

PLACE:

CODES COUNTRY LANES
(307 – 6th Street, Courtenay)

COST:

$13.85 per person – CASH ONLY

NOTE:

BC Vaccine passport required
Masks to be worn at all times in the facility
Sanitzer is available on site
- Marie Knowles

February 8th Meeting
At our last Zoom meeting, we had a presentation by immunologist Dr. John
North on how the current COVID vaccines were developed. A key learning
addressed the concern expressed by some anti-vaxxers about how quickly
these vaccines were developed and tested.
The development actually started decades ago after the SARs epidemic. The
techniques developed to produce vaccines were so advanced that they could
be adjusted to match the COVID-19 virus rather quickly. Testing progressed
because of the huge amount of money invested by governments, allowing
for thousands of trials, and cutting out what would have been years of
development.
A great presentation, and I am sure everyone who watched benefitted.

March 8th Meeting
On March 8th we will be holding a live meeting at the Legion, beginning at
2:00 pm. Our guest speaker will be Dr. Kent Brothers, an amateur mycologist
who has had a keen interest in biodiversity in general, and macrofungi in
particular. Through guided walks in forests he enjoys sharing knowledge of
the extensive diversity of ecosystems and the valuable roles that fungi
(mushrooms) play in the environment.
Also at this meeting, we will make available the latest Membership Directory
booklets. This directory reflects the membership as of January 2022. Anyone
who would desire an electronic copy of the directory, please drop a note to
orcaprobus@gmail.com
The executive have decided to eliminate the $2 entry
fee for each meeting until summer. This is part of a
change that we will be proposing for next year.
Also we will have a 50/50 draw, but the cost will be
$5 for 3 tickets, $10 for 10 tickets, no coins accepted.
As part of our COVID protocol, only fully vaccinated
members should attend.

Winter in The Valley
A few of the many pictures sent in by members depicting our brief period of snow.

David Oakes
Jayne Boyer

Mike Naish

Karen Ross

Bruce Ellis

Walking Group
On Monday, February 7th, Melanie led the first of what she hopes to be
a weekly walking group. This first walk was around the Air Park loop;
the walk a week later was along the estuary; and the following week we
walked the Seal Bay loop. Weather permitting, Melanie will lead walks
on various easy routes. If you want to add your name to the notice list,
please e-mail Melanie
Note: If you are thinking about bringing a guest on a walk, please
contact Melanie first.

Interesting, but Otherwise Useless, Trivia
●
●
●
●

On Mars, sunsets are blue.
80% of the polar bears in the world live in Canada (none in the Comox Valley).
England experiences more tornadoes in a year then the mid-western USA.
Psycho was the first movie to show a flushing toilet.

Golf GROUP
We have had an overwhelming response to our email sent out to all Probus
members who participated in the last two seasons of golf, plus the new
members who signed up at the December meeting. In less than 24 hours, we
had 38 golfers already confirmed to play, plus 9 spouses for apres golf.
It is important that we also include this number as Probus Golf isn’t just about
“the golf”, but also the sharing of camaraderie with their spouses/partners and
fellow Probus members.
We also have 3 members unable to golf this year for medical reasons, who will
be returning next year.
Most of the golf courses set a limit of 24 - 28 golfers. Although we likely will
never have everyone participating each time, we will probably be having more
than the maximum allowed asking to be included. All of the golfers signed up
or pending for next year are “active”, “involved” members, who also contribute
and attend meetings when possible.
In fairness to all we will not be inviting any more participants.
In the December newsletter everyone was invited to and given the opportunity
to sign up for Probus activities (just 2 new sign ups). In the January newsletter
an invitation was sent out, once again inviting interested members to join an
activity, with all the contact information for each leader provided (0 response
for golf). Everyone was given equal opportunity. Thank You, Bruce.
We will be sending you our monthly golfing reports and photos in the newsletter as it is important to celebrate and share Probus activities. We are also
sending emails to everyone who has confirmed their participation, giving them
the full details for the upcoming season.
If anyone on their own initiative asks to be included, we can put them on a wait
list, however the chances appear to be very very slim to participate.
- Dave & Isabelle Pacholuk

Hiking Group
Yes, under sunny skies, a group had an enjoyable hike February 15th. We
combined trails of Tsolum Spirit Park and the One Spot Trail for a comfortable
10+ km loop jaunt. Along the way, Evelyn spotted a help-yourself library
cabinet, Gerald explored the ruins of a century old mill at the old Headquarters
Townsite, while Bruce spotted Jill Ackerman on horseback. Marguerite was just
happy she found the trail head in time to join us, while Tim was anxious over a
no-show.
Some good news – we recently
heard that Jim Cooper, our
other hike leader, has
recovered well from a medical
issue and could be back leading
hikes in March.
Enjoy the photos!

Tim
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After nearly 10 years of singing, laughter and just plain enjoyment, I have the sad task of officially letting
you know that “Probus Singers and Friends” will not continue, unless someone is willing to step up and
take over from me. Looking back, it is remarkable that we have had such a long and successful run.
Many groups do not have this longevity, the norm being three years.
A long two-year pause due to the pandemic certainly gave time for reflection. Prior to the final decision,
your leaders, Rhonda, Bev and myself, discussed several options for carrying on. Considering all things,
we felt that now is the right time for us to bow out. However, if anyone is interested in taking over the
leadership, I would be happy to help with recruiting, and would support them in any way I can. A new
Probus Singers & Friends would continue to be under the Probus umbrella. Please contact me if you are
interested (tumble-weeds@shaw.ca).
It really was a great run! Thanks to all who love music and joined us! We loved singing with you, and had
so much fun at these gatherings because of you. Thanks for such wonderful memories! There were so
many people who quietly helped out in the background – they will be recognized with appreciation in a
separate notice to go out to the Singers on our distribution list.
Keep singing, and enjoying your favourite music! – Rae Siebert, on behalf of The Undecideds

